Body Contour Rings™ Set (3)

Main Features:
- The outer contour of the Body Contour Rings™ has the same shape as the outer contour of the Anthropomorphic Torso Phantom™ (Model ECT/TOR/P)
- Realistically mimics average to large chest size (38 x 26 cm) and shape when fitted over the Elliptical ECT Phantom™ (Model ECT/ELP/P or the Elliptical Lung-Spine Body Phantom™ (Model ECT/LUNG/P)
- May be used with the Elliptical Lung-Spine Body Phantom™
- Allows use of the Solid Breast Accessory Sets™ (Models ECT/SOL-BR/M and ECT/SOL-BR/L) or the Fillable Breast Phantom™ (Model ECT/FL-BR/P)

Main Applications:
- Evaluation of cardiac ECT data acquisition and reconstruction methods
- Evaluation of non-uniform attenuation and scatter compensation methods
- Research

Specifications:
Lateral outside dimension: 38 cm
Anterior-posterior outside dimension: 26 cm
Thickness: 25 mm